
From: Stuart Berkowitz [mailto:stuart@array.ca]  
Sent: July-31-17 1:13 PM 
To: curt karpel (ckarpel@delaire.org); 'Art Newman'; 'debkaplan3@msn.com'; 'mark_zucker@hotmail.com'; 
'whitecap6@aol.com'; 'spirapost@aol.com'; 'alynette@delaire.org'; Stephen Salzman; stewartsims727@aol.com 
Cc: Manny Brecker (mb3217@aol.com) 
Subject: Let's fix things before we go off the rails again 

Dear Board and Manny, 

Executive Summary: 

• "An ex post facto law is considered a hallmark of tyranny because it deprives people of a sense of what behavior will or
will not be punished and allows for random punishment at the whim of those in power" and Article I, section 10,
clause 1 of the US constitution prohibits ex-post-facto laws because they are unfair. 

• The provision of “misconduct” is not defined in the legal codes and when Jim Newman says in Dec 29, 2014
board meeting it as “left to … Grievance Committee to define” is an after-the-fact standard which is not a 
“procedure that is fair and reasonable and is carried out in good faith” per statute 617.0607. 

• Curt Karpel and Richard Abbey, used this ex-post-facto  interpretation of "misconduct" in a recent hearing
against Manny Brecker!

• Let's stop breaking laws and not become a honey pot for lawsuits. Quash this suspension NOW!
• Pogo said "I have met the enemy and he is us". Manny wouldn’t have this website if the grievance process was

fair, if we didn’t cheat at the ballot box or regularly go over budget. We have work to do better and I am here to 
help.

I hope you are well. I want to respectfully report to you my findings that may pertain to the current appeal of Manny 
Brecker. In summary, in my opinion, the grievance committee is operating outside of its jurisdiction and so is the board. 
Therefore it is operating recklessly and in bad faith and on this basis a suspension is illegal, indemnity is voided, and may 
result in bad press, and a lawsuit. I am writing you to come you your senses and quash what seems like a bad faith 
maneuver, before it gets out of hand. But we can improve things using different methods. 

I repeatedly reviewed Curt's complaint against Manny and the GC findings. Shockingly not one of Curt's charges is in our 
legal codes. I computer searched each word Curt used and I came up empty. With 100% confidence I can say there is no 
provision in our legal codes that Curt has used or can use. The committee has errored by over stepping its jurisdiction as 
well. 

Bylaw XIV.1 allowing suspension for unspecified “misconduct” is a forbidden 617.0206 inconsistency with the statute. 
Pursuing ones rights of a member for lawful redress for the governance organization alleged breaking its own rules and 
laws or showing poor performance admitted by Curt has been construed here as undefined “misconduct” of the 
member. The provision of “misconduct” is not defined in the legal codes and when Jim Newman says in Dec 29, 2014 
board meeting it as “left to … Grievance Committee to define” is an after-the-fact standard which is not a “procedure 
that is fair and reasonable and is carried out in good faith” per statute 617.607. Article I, section 10, clause 1 of the US 
constitution prohibits ex-post-facto laws like this." An ex post facto law is considered a hallmark of tyranny because it deprives 
people of a sense of what behavior will or will not be punished and allows for random punishment at the whim of those in 
power." http://legal-dictionary.thefreedictionary.com/Ex+Post+Facto+Laws That proves ex-post-facto process is unfair. If 
an offense is not written down, then a person cannot reasonably avoid a penalty so 617.0607 would be broken. 
Therefore secret changing definitions for misconduct defined after the fact are deemed removed from the permissible 
interpretations of the bylaw. It can only mean, misconduct with respect to the legal codes such as bylaws, rules and 
articles. So we are required in stage one of the grievance process to show which provisions of said legal codes were 
breached. Curt's claim does not refer to any provision in our legal codes, and there is no legal basis of claim, and is not 
well formed and therefore out of jurisdiction. The committee erred, is out of bounds on its jurisdiction to have 
proceeded beyond stage 1, let alone stage 2 of its process. This committee needs to be disbanded immediately. 

Citing Manny for filing a lawsuit is inconsistent with his legal rights and  freedom of speech rights under the law, and any 
bylaw/article provision that may be used cannot be inconsistent with the law per 616.0202 and 627.0206. Therefore the 
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second charge is improper, unsupported by the bylaws and forbidden by the law. Delaire could be sued successfully and 
get terrible reputation which I want to avoid as follows: 

Anti-SLAPP laws prevent punishing Manny Brecker for his expressed opinions, see Florida Law 
0768.295  http://www.leg.state.fl.us/Statutes/index.cfm?App_mode=Display_Statute&Search_String=&URL=07
00-0799/0768/Sections/0768.295.html . But also the freedom of speech federal law prevents action against 
Manny.  

617.0607 prevents suspension except according to a procedure that is fair and reasonable and carried out in 

good faith and Delaire fails in at least 17 examples in this case. ""617.0607 Termination, expulsion, and 

suspension.—(1) A member of a corporation may not be expelled or suspended, and a membership in the corporation 

may not be terminated or suspended, except pursuant to a procedure that is fair and reasonable and is carried out in 

good faith." 
The Delaire grievance process is riddled with over 30 inconsistencies which are forbidden by 617.0206 and this 
invalidates the ability to suspend. "617.0206 …The bylaws may contain any provision for the regulation and 
management of the affairs of the corporation not inconsistent with law or the articles of incorporation." 

Our Grievance committee's behavior is terrible, not just by swearing at defendants, but not reading or understanding laws, 
bylaws, etc and not being able to listen and understand what's going on. It really should be terminated with prejudice. 

I feel both Curt's and Manny's central aim is to fix Delaire, so they should work together. Curt has magnanimously 
admitted in two separate instances that the golf course project was over budget and mismanaged. We built on 
government land with our supposed member real estate pros. You only learn by doing wrong things and admitting them. 
I commended Curt for this. Furthermore he admitted that what Kilik did was wrong and stopped Liz Shaw On Feb 13, 
2017 from spying on the ballot box and passing the info over to others on the board. Kilik also fingered other board 
members who helped him, which requires further investigation. However, after the vote spying stopped, in all of the 4 
post Feb 13, 2017 ballot propositions, total votes dropped on average by about 50 ballots from the previous 4 votes, 
suggesting 50 ballots were improperly signed on a regular basis. All of our bylaws and spending authorizations can now 
be challenged as to their validity. This was computed using historical voting records. Our expenses have gone up by 2-
3.5x the rate of inflation for the last 15 years using IRS tax return data. The majority of our board (5/9) is controlled by 
operating executives which is considered  by experts to be a sign of poor governance. The only purpose of a board is to 
hire and fire the CEO. The point above is that Delaire has done many wrong things and Manny has pointed them out so 
we can all learn. I assume his intent is to inform the members and encourage the board to act better so we can get on 
the right path. If the board and several committees followed the stream of well-meaning advice I communicated to 
them we could have greatly improved Delaire. However we are here at the precipice now and you must recognize this 
and act. Let's encourage everyone to work together. 

I volunteer to try to get both sides to reconcile their differences. I have given a detailed 8 part email to the ad-hoc 
bylaws committee which included a completely rewritten set of bylaws in draft form. This could serve as the basis of 
agreement where fair, gentle and professional behavior could be reasonably expected as an outcome. Both Curt and 
Andy have my detailed submissions. The basic goal is to act more professionally by stop cheating on elections and 
suspensions, keep spending growth to inflation, and using best practises given our demographics, guided by evidence 
and logic. We are where we are today because of the poor behavior of our governance organization, not because of the 
mirror Manny holds up to it. It's time to reform our behavior and I have provided a path via the bylaw change 
suggestions. Perhaps if you do so, Manny will take down the website, but I can't speak for anyone? If you would like any 
data I referred to above, please don't hesitate to ask. 

I know and like each of you. Please act like gentleman and women I know you to be and dismiss this matter right away 
and consider my plan for reconciliation and reform. Have a nice day. 
  
Please use berkowitz.stuart@gmail.com for personal emails. 
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Yokul ten, dvun weht, dif-tor heh smusma (IIVI), 
  
Stuart J. Berkowitz 
  
CEO, Array Systems Computing Inc 
Attitude, not Aptitude equals Altitude 
W: 416-736-0900x222 
C: 416-670-7377 
Google Voice: 561 865 6220 
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